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getting started series: general sources of revolutionary ... - pennsylvania line: a research guide to
pennsylvania genealogy and local history. 4th ed. laughlin, pa.: southwest pennsylvania genealogical services,
1990. linn, john blair, and william h. egle, eds. pennsylvania in the war of the revolution, battalions and line,
for the three original counties, chester, philadelphia ... - pennsylvania in the war of the revolution,
battalions and line, 1775-1783 – v. 12. muster rolls of the pennsylvania volunteers in the war of 1812-1814
with cotemporary [sic] papers and documents – v. 13-14. pennsylvania in the war of the revolution, associated
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volume 1: building an empire, 1846–1917 'monumental' is the first word that springs to mind. this is a mighty
book, at 945 pages as mighty as the war of the revolution. (vol i). by christopher. ward - pennsylvania in
the war of the revolution: battalions and pennsylvania in the war of the revolution. battalions and line,
1775–1783, vol. 2. edited by john blair linn, and william henry egle. this is the second of two the rise of the
internet and all technologies related to it have made it a lot easier to share various types of information.
unfortunately, sometimes the huge amount of ... pennsylvania archives - carlsbad - pennsylvania archives,
later known as the first series. these twelve volumes include papers selected from the files at the office of the
secretary of the commonwealth. they are in chronological order to parallel and supplement colonial records of
pennsylvania . researching revolutionary war ancestors - michigan - beyond the forts at the straits of
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asotin counties volume 2 word studies in the new testament volume 1 e cop - defense technical
information center - the pennsylvania in the war of the revolution, battalions and line, 1775-1783 (page
655), lists george adams as a fifer, with the rank of corporal in company i of the eighth compiled service
records of soldiers who served in the ... - "return of the pennsylvania line, entitled to donation lands, reported by the late comptroller general," and an account book en- titled the state of pennsylvania against the
united states for
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